A fast method to generate fractal imagery is presented . Iterated function systems (IFS) are based on repeatedly copying transformed images. We show that this ean be directly translated into standard graphies operations: Each image is generated by texture mapping and blending copies of the previous image. Animations of dynal11ic IFS codes are generated at 50 framesjs on a notebook pe, using eommodity graphics hardware. Various extensions and variations are presented.
Introduction
Fractal imagery is one of the most faseinating topies in computer graphies. With only a few Iines of code, highly intrieate images with details on a11 seales ean be generated. We eonsider one class of these images: The well-known deterministie fraetals produeed by twodimensional iterated function systems (IFS's) . One example is the Blaek Spleenwort Fern image, devised by Michael Bamsley, which is defined by only a few numbers and a eompaet algorithm. In Section 2 we give a very short overview of IFS's and algorithms to generate imagery; a very readable introduction ean be found in [1] and in [2] an in-depth treatment ean be found.
In Seetion 3 we present a !lew teehnique to generate images of IFS's using graphies hardware acceleration. We show that the definition of the attractor ean be translated almost direet1y into graphies operations.
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Several extensions and variations, i.e., the use of eolour, dynamic IFS's, and the visualizatiol1 of the spaee surrounding of the attraetor, are presented. The performance of the method is diseussed in Seetion 4 and eompared to results with a standard algorithm. Thanks to the aeceleration by graphics hardware a frame rate of 50 framesjs ean be aehieved for animations of dynamic IFS's. Finally, conclusions are drawn.
Background
An iterated funetion system (IFS) code with probabilities consists of a set of transfOlmations {w" W2 This sequence will eonverge to d. The algorithm can be implemented in a straightforward way to generate a sequenee ofbinary images Fk that approach an image F of s#'. For simplicity, we assurne that the domain of the image is the unit square (0), we adopt the eonvention that a value ofO denotes black (background) and a value of I denotes white lJ1), and we assurne that the image is discretized in square pixels. Obviously, images are bounded, outside a fixed rectangle the image is assumed to be O. In each iteration of Bamsley's implementation of the deterministic algorithm the new image is set to zero first, next all pixels are scanned. For pixels (u, v) that are white in the old image, the coordinates lV/CU, v) are calculated and the corresponding pixels are set to white.
The most well-known algorithm is the random itemtion algorithm. It relies on the generation of a sequence of points XII, 11 = 0, 1, .... Starting from an al'bitrary point xo, each next point is picked from the set {WI (X,,_I ), W2(X II -I), . .. , WN(X,,_I)}, where the probability of the event XII = WI(X,,_I) is PI' The first. say ten, points are discarded, plotting the remaining points gives an image that approaches d again. A variation of this algorithm is to count how many points fall inside each pixel. In the limit this count, suitably weighted. gives an image of the measure Jl of each pixel.
Another algorithm is the escape time algorithm. For each point of the image pre-images are ealculated recursively. If a11 pre-images remain within a bounded area, the initial point is in .91; if not. the maximal number of iterations until a11 pre-images of the point leave an apriori defined bOllnding box of the attractor prov.ides a measure for the distance to .~ (larger counts correspond to sma11er distances). Mapped to a colour scale an intriguing image of the attractor and its environment results. The deterministic algorithm is a brute force algorithm. the random iteration algorithm requires sometimes millions of points to be evaluated before pixels are covered with enough points to obtain a detaiied and stable image of j.I., the escape time algorithm also involves a lot of computation. Several other algorithms have been developed [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] that are more efficient. For example. it is possible to limit the number of calculated points that fall into any given pixel.
We present an a lternative approach to improve the efficiency: We exploit graphics hardware, as can be found in today's commodity consumer pes.
Method
How can we use graphics hardware to render images of IFS codes? lnstead of point based calculations as used. e.g .• in the random iteration algorithm, we propose an image based approach that lends itself for an implementation with graphics primitives supported by graphics hardware. Consider the following sequence of images:
1=1
Here w(F) ·denotes the image F. warped by transformation IV . The minimum is taken pointwise, and I is here the image with uniform maximal intensity 1.0. Furthermore. SI denotes a weight factor for the transformed image lV/(F k-I). As described later on, different values for these weights ean be used to select either rendering of the attractor or of the measure. Each image Fk is generated via operations on complete images. each next image is defined as the sum of intensity scaled and geometrically transformed copies of the previous image. The intensity of the image is clamped to I, to account for the limited dynamic range of images. An example is shown in Fig. 1 . The transformations are defined as the mapping from a base frame (ye11ow) to sub frames (white) . The figure shows the result after 1-5 steps and This algorithm ean be implemented using standard . OpenOLl.l eaIls [8] . Thc seale faetors SI ean be larger than i. In OpenO L the seale faetors for intensities are restdeted to values between 0 and I, but this ean easily be handled by rendering R multiple times.
Does this rilgorithm lead to a stable image? One eondition for this is that in the long run mass, Le., the sum of a11 pixel values, has to bc eonservcd. Unfortunately, mass can leak away as a result of several effeets . Firstly, intensities are c1amped to I, exeess intensities are lost. However, for images of J.1 this has a positive effeet. Mass leaks away untj[ the maximum values are I, thereby optimally using the dynamic range of the display. Mathematically, the resulting image displays an intensity scaled version of the measure.
Secondly, if .~/ is disconnected, i.e., a cIoud of points. the image will be black in the end. A bright point is mapped to darker points, because of the weights S; or because 01' the linear interpolation used during texture mapping. As a result. the image slowly turns black. However, this can be easily compensated for by multiplying the s;'s with an extra factor .r. typically 1.0 I.
Thirdly, the transformations IVi can be singular, i.e., laid; -b;eil = O. As a result, an image is mapped to an infinitely thin fine or even a point, wh ich cannot be handled properly by the graphics hardware. One example where this happens is in Barnsley's IFS code for the Black Spleen wort fern (2): The stems are the result of such a singular transfonnation. One remedy is to perturb such transfOlmations slightly, such that they are no longer singular.
Fourthly, and most problematic: mass may be transported outside the viewport. Parts of R can be located outside the image, and mass tmnsported outside will not be reused in the next iteration. One remedy is simply to stick to IFS codes such that the attractor d fits completely within the screen. A second option is to render only subsets of .w that do fit inside the image. This can be done by using, e.g., a set of conjugate transformations 11' ; = IV 0 lVi 0 1\1-1 where w denotes a suitably chosen composition 01' affine IFS maps lVl such that w(.v1) fits within the screen.
Given these !imitations, ilre there positive aspects as well'? Fortunately there are. In the following sections we present a number of variations and extensions.
Colour
We discllssed so far grey scale imagery. However, all graphics procedllres operate on (red, green, blue) tupies. We can exploit this, like others have done before also, by using different values for SI per colour component, or, in other words, to show different probability distributions in a single image. Specifically, we implemented this by assigning a user definable coloul' (R;, G;, B; ) to each transformation. The weights SR/ for red are now defined by SR; = f+/1c1idl -bleI!, 2:;=1 RI and similarly for the other components. An example is shown in Fig. 2 . An IFS code with five transformations is used. On the left a grcy scale image is shown, llsing white for all transformations. In the centre image we switched three transformations to red, green, and blue, as shown by the colour of the loeal origin of the frame. Parts of the attractor disappear (combinations of coloured transformations), and the remaining . effect of each coloured transformation is c1early visible. The use of desaturated colours, shown on the right, gives a more subtle effect.
Dynamic IFS's
So far we assumed that the transformations IVI were given and static, but these transformations can be dynamic as weil. One application is educational. We have implemented an IFS modelling system. where the user can define transformations by dragging, rotating, and scaling frames. This can be used to illustrate for instance the collage theorem. Another app!ication is recreational. Standard algorithms fol' rendering .01 generate each image from scratch. The method presen ted he re however exploits frame to frame coherence. The attractor s1 is continuously dependent on the transformations \Vi, i.e., small changes of \Vi lead to small changes of .91 [2) . If a good guess is available for .cI/, the iteration will converge quickly. If we now use a time varying set of w;'s while generating images, the result is a smoothly varying sequence of images.
Automatically changing transformations lead to fascinating animations of fraetal imagery. It is hard to capture this in static images, an attempt is shown in Fig. 3 . Animations can be found on the web [9] . The animation was generated simply by rotating each sub frame slowly with a different speed. The snap shots shown are taken with an interval of 25 images . Hence, at 50 frames/s the image on the left smoothly transforms into the image on the right in 1 s.
Condensation
In order to visualize the IFS-attractor d in an even stronger fashion. one may colour its surroundings in a meaningful way. The area outside d is not uniform: Some points will be eloser to d than others. Usually, the escape time algorithm is used to visualize this. Similar images can easily be generated with our method by using
where G is a fixed image. A closely relatedconcept (except for the clamping) are IFS's with condensation [2) . In graphics terms, each time after clearing the screen we render some image on the screen. As a result, the screen will be covered by the sum of a hierarchy of transformed co pies of G:
Different images G give different effects, especially, the continuity of G determines the continuity of the resulting image F. Fig. 4 shows examples. On the left the attractor of a two transformation IFS code is shown. For the image in the centre we used for Ga large circle. black on the boundary and interpolating linearly to dark orange in the centre. The resulting image is smooth, only discontinuities in the first derivative show IIp. For the image on the right we used a circle again, but now with the colours reversed. As a result, the discontinuities in intensity clearly stand out.
Results
We have implemented the preceding methods in an interactive system. The application was implemented in Delphi 5, using ObjectPascal. lt consists of ab out 2000 lines of code, most of which concerned user interfacing. Example animations and a copy of this pro gram with example files ean be downloaded [9] . In Table 1 For comparison purposes we have made a straightforward implementation of the random iteration algorithm to produce images of the measure. Note that for images of the attractor far more efficient algorithms have been developed (see Section 2) . Some results are shown in Table 2 . Obviously, timings depend on implementation details, but nevertheless, they point out some tendencies. Firstly, not only calculation ofthe points, but also filling the array with O's and normalizing the result take time (first row, 50.0 fps) as well as sending the image to the graphics board (second row, 18,9 fps). The image quality depends on the number of points used. We used the example of Fig. 2 here, and fotmd that here about 5,000,000 points were needed to obtain an optically stable image. The frame rate then drops to below I frame/s. Our method required about 20-30 iterations for a stable image, starting from scratch, so in this case the order of performance is comparable. However, for dynamic IFS's each new frame is a good approximation, hence a much higher performance is achieved here.
Conclusion
We have shQwn how the rendering of fractal imagel'Y can be accelerated using commodity graphics hardware. For dynamic IFS codes a frame rate of fifty 512 x 512 frames/s can be achieved on a notebook Pe. Furthermore, the algorithm can easily be implemented using standard OpenGL 1.1 calls, and a variety of effects, such as the use of colour to visualize different subsets' of J7/ and the rendering of the neighbourhood of .91 can be realized. A limitation is that zooming is limited, the complete attractor has to fit in the image.
An alternative route for the future is to exploit the capabilities of programmable graphics hardware. Olano and Lastra [10] have shown how the Mandelbrot set can be computed using pixel shaders and multiple passes. IFS attractors could also be calculated similarly. This would remove the limitation on zooming, at the expense of a more involved and less portable implementation.
Many fractal images have been generated and shown since the 1980s, and it seems that many people have seen already enough of them. However, animations of high ... J'csolution dynamic fractal imagery, displllyed in realtime under user control, are nove! and highly tllscinating to watch. Furthermore, the technique is very suitab!e for educational purposes. Watching the effect of changes to transformation in real-time enables students to und erstand the underlying concepts more easily.
Furthermore, we see this work as a first step towards other applications of commodity graphics hardware to accelerate fractal based operations, such as image compression and texture synthesis.
